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LOCAL OUTBREAK ENGAGEMENT BOARD
02 NOVEMBER 2021
SUPPLEMENTARY PAPERS

TO:

ALL MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL OUTBREAK ENGAGEMENT BOARD

The following papers have been added to the agenda for the above meeting.
These were not available for publication with the rest of the agenda.
Kevin Gibbs
Executive Director: Delivery
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COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT UPDATE AT A
NATIONAL AND LOCAL LEVEL
To provide an update on national and local communication and
engagement strategies.
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Communications and engagement
November 2021

Agenda Item 5
1

Vaccinations
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Promoting the booster vaccination for 50 plus; how to
get it and why
Promoting the mobile vaccination unit in Sandhurst and
Owlsmoor – blanket publicity as well as some targeted
advertising (including via local children’s centre, gyms,
football club) 200 people vaccinated over four days.
Promoting vaccinations for 12 -15-year-olds now
available via appointment at Birch Hill medical Centre
Myth busting misconceptions, specifically around
ingredients and safety
Additional videos being worked on to increase and
encourage uptake – including Cllr Birch’s vaccination.
Harder to reach groups: posters and information now up in Shop Mobility, The Look In café, builders’ merchants,
community centres, Bracknell Rugby Club, local pubs, gospel choir; social media information via Sandhurst FC
and Bracknell Town FC.

Testing
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Return to school testing, including direct messages to parents via schools as well as wider
messaging.
Testing for travel and changes from October 24.
Pushing LFT messages, specifically around Pharmacy Collect now requiring a code for home tests.
Promoting pop-up testing sites, including the site in Sandhurst, which has a processing unit.

Behaviours



Halloween, Diwali and Bonfire night messages around
meeting outdoors is safer but if you meet indoors to let
fresh air in.
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Continued work on the ‘Be Courteous’ campaign in
leader’s columns and social media, encouraging
behavioural change on actions such as face coverings,
hand washing, and meeting in ventilated houses.

Information is being made available via multi-channels (digital, advertising, community champions, radio,
media) and in alternative formats, where needed.
It will be supported by the winter health booklet (distribution starts next week), and information will also be
made available in December’s printed Town & Country. This is especially important for those who are not
online.

Engagement
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Analysed local demographic data to identify areas with
higher percentages of non-white British residents. This will
enable the mobile testing unit to be deployed to more
suitable locations.
Analysed breakdown of local Eastern European
communities via Home Office EU settlement data.
Identified the languages spoken in wards with higher
percentages of non-white British residents to support
targeted communications.
Identified potential venues to support targeted community
testing: ethnic shops and community facilities, including in
Binfield with Warfield ward.
Community engagement officer in post to lead on ongoing
engagement with underserved communities to gain local
insights, including: Gypsy Roma traveller, Polish and African
heritage communities.

Thank you
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comms@bracknell-forest.gov.uk
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